
 

 
 
 
 

My name is Oľga Syrová. I graduated at high school in Bratislava and 
continued in Modra at the Pedagogy and Cultural Academy. After finishing high 
school, I worked at a preschool in Bratislava. Later I continued my education at 
the Pedagogy department of Comenius University in Bratislava.  
 

As a child, I always dreamed of being a teacher and that is the approach 
I take in my teaching. After several years of experience, I started educating 
myself in new methods of teaching and in order to effectively bring these to 
children I aimed at becoming a Preschool director. Since 1990 I have worked as 
a director at four preschools.  
 

I prefer teaching by experience while supporting creativity and a friendly 
environment. I have absolved these following educational courses: 
- Development of literacy at primary school 
- Development of graphomotor skills of children as preparation for writing at 
elementary school 
- Art as a part of the cognitive process and stimulus of children's art 
- Developing creativity by using the Digital Lego program 
- Orientation in space and spatial imagination in pre-primary education 
- Children's dance choreography for kindergartens 
 

In 2015, I did the 1st attestation in the field of pre-primary education. I am 
currently training on innovation educating for leading pedagogical staff and 
planning to finish by the end of 2017. 
 

I have two children and two grandchildren. My daughter lives in Canada, 
and my son lives in Switzerland. 
 

Two years ago, I decided to try working abroad. In 2016, I worked in a 
French family preschool in Saint-Hubert in the province of Quebec, and at the 
same time I attended a training course for teacher assistants “les services de 
garde éducatifs”. This new life situation has helped me in deciding to find work 
in an international preschool. 



 

 
 
 
Benjamin appealed me through its methodology, the environment and its 

educational program. 
 

I am looking forward to communication circles in the Slovak language 
with children in Benjamin, and to their development of pre-literacy using 
interesting methods. 

 


